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the centre of the lower line 16 by a pin 19
To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, EMILY EDWARDs, a and has the free ends 18 and 19 as shown.
citizen of the United States, and a resident The next operation indicated in Fig. 3 in
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of San Antonio, in the county of Bexar
and State of Texas, have invented certain
new and useful Improvements in Rag Pup
pets, of which the following is a specifica
tion.
This invention relates to puppets or mani
kins that may be constructed by folding and
binding a sheet of cloth. More particularly

cludes the folding and gathering of the 60
corner C to form one leg and the corner D
to form another leg. These corners when . . .
folded are laced as indicated at 18 and 19,
preferably by a double lacing, the lacing
going Once down the leg and then up again.
The next operation consists in forming the
head and ears as indicated in Fig. 4. The
ear on one side is made by the corner A
formed by the fold from the back on the 70
line 22 and the other ear is made by the
corner B formed by the fold from the other
leg up the back on the line 23 as is clearly
shown in Fig. 12. A rubber band as indi
cated at 21 may be placed around the head
to hold it in position during the operation
of assembling. A tying formed by the cord
31 may be tied as indicated in Fig. 13 at
34, thereby providing a neck for the figure,
the head being held in shape by a filler of
cotton 24 as shown in detail in 24 consist SO
ing of a pad of cotton wrapped around a
piece of stick. This will hold the face flat
and in the rectangular formation shown in
Fig. 13.
This figure does not have arms as or
dinarily understood but has pockets in
dicated at 26 and 29 which serve the pur
pose of arms in the manipulation of the
figure. These pockets are formed as in
dicated in Fig. 6 by using the loose end of 90
the cord which binds the legs as for in
stance, cord 28 which by needle 32 is
Stitched in a circle around the space 29,

the invention embodies the idea of using a
rectangular rag such as a dish rag having
certain characters embroidered or printed
thereon and folded, and laced in a par
ticular manner whereby a manikin or pup
pet is produced which may be operated in
an amusing fashion by the fingers of one
hand. It is the intention that the article be
sold complete as a puppet and when its
utility in this connection has ceased that the
tying be removed, so that it may be used as
an ordinary cleaning rag. These objects are
obtained as described in the following
specification and shown in the accompany
ing drawings, including the various stages
of construction from the sheet to the fin
ished article, Figs. 1, 2 and 3 showing pre
liminary operations in the formation of the
legs of the figure, Figs. 4, 5, and 6 showing
the procedure in forming the upper portion
of the figure. Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show the
method of operation, Fig. 10 is an outline
of the sheet and the characters that may be
embroidered or impressed thereon, Fig. 11
is a front view showing the method of lac
ing, Fig. 12 is a corresponding back view
and Fig. 13 shows the figure in its com thereby forming a loop and similarly the
loose end of the cord from the other leg
pleted state.
This invention starts with a flat rec indicated by 25 is stitched around the
26 and the opposite end connects un
tangular cloth 11 as indicated in Fig. 1, pocket
der
the
band27asand
indicated
in Fig. 12,
having the tab 12 at the top by which it where theneckcords
30 connect to the
may be hung on a nail when not in use. band
This completes the construction
The face of a figure as indicated at 13 may of the31.figure.
be roughly embroidered on this fabric The operation of this puppet is performed
which when folded according to the present
indicated in Fig. 7 with the thumb
invention forms the face of the puppet and as
the tab 12 forms a colored cap. The edge placed in the arm pocket 29, the forefinger
of the cloth is hemmed as indicated by the in the arm pocket 26 and the index finger
hatched line at 14. The four corners of this placed through the band of the neck, the
cloth are for reference purposes indicated movements of the fingers giving an animated
action to the figure itself, producing highly
by the letters A, B, C and D.
The first operation consists in folding in amusing results. This will be understood
the edges along the lines 15, 16 and 17, Fig. by reference to Fig. 8 where the arm pockets
1, producing results corresponding to Fig. are spread apart and moved downward.
2. The binding cord or twine is secured in This releases the tension on the cords 25
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and 28 and the legs assume a position close
together while the head is moved forward.
In the position shown in Fig. 9 the arm
pockets are drawn together and moved up
wards which places tension on cords 25 and
28 and moves the legs outward while the
head is under the control of the index fin
ger 33. The head can thus be turned around
and moved over toward either of the arm
10 pockets and at the same time the legs may
be manipulated by the hand of the operator
which is readily concealed behind the fig
ure. A construction of this kind provides
a manikin of a distinct type which is easy
15 to manipulate, provides amusing and artistic
results and the material from which it is
constructed can afterwards be applied to
other useful purposes.
Having thus described my invention, I
20 claim:
1. A puppet of the class described com
prising a one-piece rectangular cloth with a
tab at one side and the characters of a face
stamped or embroidered thereon, two sides
and the bottom of said cloth folded over,
each of the lower corners gathered to form
legs, a lacing to bind said legs, the ends of
said lacing on each side stitched through the
fabric in the form of a circle at the arm
30 locations, a neck band for said puppet and
the ends of said lacing engaging said neck
band.
2. A puppet of the class described com
prising a one-piece rectangular cloth with a
tab at one side and the characters of a face
stamped or embroidered thereon, two sides
and the bottom of said cloth folded over,
each of the lower corners gathered to form
legs and the upper corners forming ears, a
40 neck band to form the head and a lacing to
bind said legs, the ends of said lacing on
each side stitched through the fabric in the
form of a circle at the arm locations, to hold
said figure in shape.
45
3. A puppet of the class described com
prising a one-piece rectangular shaped cloth
with the characters of a face impressed
thereon, a lacing secured at the centre on the

lower side, one lower corner gathered into

a leg and secured by the lacing on one side
and the other corner gathered into a leg and
secured by the lacing on the other side, said
sides folded on the back so that the upper

corners form ears, a pad for holding the
face in shape and a band for securing the
neck, the end of the lacing of one leg stitched
through the fabric at the arm location and
the end looped through the neck band.
4. A puppet of the class described com

prising a one-piece rectangular cloth with

the characters of a face impressed thereon,
the lower corners of said cloth gathered into
legs, the upper corners folded to form ears,
a band to form the neck, arm pockets formed
by stitching the lacing of the legs and so
arranged that the puppet may be supported
On one hand and operated in animated fash
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R with the thumb, index-finger and fore
Oe.

-

5. A puppet of the class described com 70
prising a one-piece rectangular cloth with
the characters of a face impressed thereon,
the lower corners of said cloth gathered into
legs, the upper corners folded to form ears,
a band to form the neck, a lacing for the 75
legs of said puppet, arm pockets formed by
stitching the ends of said lacing and so ar
ranged that the puppet may be supported on
one hand and the arms and legs operated
80
by the forefinger and thumb.
6. A puppet of the class described com
prising a one-piece rectangular cloth with
the characters of a face impressed thereon,
the lower corners of said cloth gathered into
legs and the upper corners folded to form 85
ears, a band to form the neck, a lacing for
said legs, the ends of said lacing stitched
through the body of said puppet to form
pockets at the arm locations, the ends of said
lacing looped around said neck band, said 90
figure supported by one hand from the back,
means whereby the legs and head of said
figure may be moved in an animated fashlon. .
Signed at New York city, in the county of
New York and State of New York, this 20th 95
day of May, A. D. 1922.

EMILY EDWARDS.

